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ROSWELL NEW" MEXICO, .WEDNESDAY EVENING, MAY 12, 1909

VOLUME 7."

NUMBER 61

The entire Whetstone place consists
Pease River when the piling arrives,
white totters. F. G. Tracy and C. H.
which is now en route according td
of 125 acres and is a fine piece of pro
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the mills. ' We aim to build t steel
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quired there a wooden fbridge is put
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o
up tSor the 'time toeing. The steel
binds. Mt. Tracy settled the fact that
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bridge is to i be 798 feet Jong, forty
Carlsbad can grow a perfect peach.
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feet above tihe river bed the spans 250
These two men have stayed by the
Constantinople.
May 12. Capitol
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present
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of the river
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Wade Swift was arrested yesterday day when "twenty four mutineers of
A Iblg awddence 'was out to tihe .pre- project is proof that their
iine.
found vepv satisfactory; at a deptfe of
faith was
8.
Memphis.
May
afternoon
and given a trial at three the army and navy were hanged in
Edward
Tex,
sentation of .the 'first anmial Class not misplaced
j
feet w
toe fomv o'clock (before
in .the .possibilities of ivemwMiy,
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w
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It
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under
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"The Pease River (brakes, of course
Take the "Saturday Evening Post,
HE BIT HARD ON A
that the entertainment was a glowing Every little bit helps Jack to win the tits, Okla., to Roswell, N. M., has been we found hard to cross, tout after ov- assaulted W. H. Hill, who nad been
BRIGHT GOLDEN 8TORY.
success. The memlbers of the Senior $100 prize. He started in with, one here, accompanied by Cary Shaw, for- ercoming numberless obstacles, we f- witness before the grand jury. The
Kansas City, May 12. When the
class who took part end their inalruc hundred copies eight weeks ago and merly of the National OHy Bank of inally secured a fine roadbed, though trial ended this morning and Swift
tx.tr, Mrs. J. B. Keaster, deserve all ordered three hundred this week. Give Houston, Tex, on an overland
trip to give you an idea of our difficulties, was found gualfcy. Judge Pope pat the trial of Horn Brothers, Raymond
lo59t3 from Altus, Okla., to Roewell, N. M. we
e him a Hft.
credit for putting on a show of
struck one canyon where we shall the stamp of disapproval on such cas P. Hay and S. H. Snider, charged with
o
Mr. Kennedy' gave out the following have to put in a concrete arch, and es iby giving the defendant the heavy using the mails to defraud, in promoturtfural
of merit. And the
ing "Two Queens" a group of mines
statement:
benefits to .the young people in the GARRETT THE FRIST
fill it afterward with the steam shov- sentence of ninety days in jail and
TO BRING IN WOOL
"We have made and closed, con el. It will take 55,000 cubic yards to fine of $50 and costs. Swift paid a $10 in Arizona, was resumed this mornplay will he well worth consideration
more loads of the clip from tracts with every countiy from Altus
and costs in justice court for the same ing in federal court John J. McKelvey
in summing up the results of he ev- theThree
make tihe fill there.
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in stock after receiving the company's
grand
jury
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returned
The program consisted of two plays ed
taking
first class road
.the New more indictments at two o'clock this advertising.
50,000 pounds that he has now ibrought Memphis is the county seat and locat
One circular stated that
a short "curtain raiser" of one act, to
Roswell storage. His entire clip ed on the Denver Railroad, one of the York Central as a standard, and my afternoon and retired for further work thousands of tons are waiting to be
comedy, and three
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are
any
not
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speciality acts by the 'best school tal- is estimated at 175,000 pounds. The finest cities on the line and has- the ey, (but to do Che work right, with a This makes a total of 24 indictments taken out and it was not surprising
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ent. The "curtain raiser" was enti- shearing is heing done at his camp 12 grandest future of (anything that we view of permanency.
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Memphis inside of thirty days with while the rotting stock also is to "be of
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through Jealousy over the writing of a A GREAT TIME PROMISED
Seott and Dr. George Sale who disem
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ter at daylight today. Before salutes
John Hoffman took the part of the cific Coast during the cmonth of Au Company, which will he organised at proud of the new road."
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'
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Denver Road west to
"
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early
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at
(match-makdate
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was
by
the
we have the quality.
The commission will .begin work
Congress will be in and the crossing of the Denver with
'
Miss Echo Sain, who proved to .be one National Irrigation
prices are very moderate.
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The 'legislature will convene
.from
session
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9th
the
of
the
RailAltus,
Paso
'Roswell and
the
;
of the 'best in the company. Miss
As to service we run twice as
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satisfactorily
are
month.
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with
the
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road
is
affairs
Harrington,"
Hess,
as
Ruth
"Edith
many wagons as any other maro
cans in their labors.
was the .heroine of the play and as easy distance of each other, and a the Memphis people.
ket in the city Hence the ration- EDNA SWAN SON
MISS
getting
We
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the
have
charter
such was a great success. Her lover, stop over at Spokane will afford an in
al place to trade T. C. MARKET
IS TAKEN BY DEATH.
"Manton Ellwood," was played iby structive and pleasant ibreak in the for Texas of the Altus, Lulbibock and
Quality Dealers. Telephone 225.
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
day had drawn to a
as
Juist
the
Ralph Van Home, who has a splendid journey through the mountains to the Roswell 'Railroad signed, which will
close and the sun had dipped down (Local Report Observation Taken at
days.
filed
next
be
within
few
the
command of his part and had every cities of Puget Sound.
behind the western hills, ithe young
o
6:00 a. m.)
The capital will be $500,000."
thing his way when on the boards.
promising .life of iBdna Louise,
and
PROTEST8
exposition is now en
ANDREWS
Roswell, N. M., May 12. Tempera
Seattle
The
Tfor
Mr.
Shaw
,
ieSt
Houston.
He
has
Swan-son"Hannah Ellis," companion of "Mrs. tirely completed and the formal open
Washington, D. C. May 10. Dele- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
ture, max. S8; mln. 46; xvean 67. Pre
i
ithe
pleased
well
is
with
and
trip
the
Joyce," was played iby Miss Eunice
took its departure, ater a linger cipitation
gate W. H. Andrews is protesting with
hundredths, 0
inches
Pickering, and she interpreted the ing will take plaice without fail on the country over which he has traversed the reclamation service about the dis ing illness of nearly two years, to the Wind, dir. inE. veloc. and
3. Weather cloudy
government
day
during
"twenty
days,
first
esr
The
of
June.
last
and
the
part to a perfection. .Naturally encharging of a large force of men at ibosom of the Lord she loved.
for Roswell and Vicinity:
second Forecast
Swanson,
ough, She was in love with "Pulsefer" exhibit is (being installed, and the pedally with ithe citizens of Memphis. Elephant iButte. He suggests .the emEdna Louise
and Thursday Sta
Fair
Charlotte
August
and
secretary of "Dr Joyce" played hy Os greater part of the foreign display is
C.
daughter
of
ployment of more men.
temperature.
tionary
Quanah,
Pacific.
Acme
and
on
the twentieth
Swanson, was iborn
car Chi sum, and theirs was the first either on the grounds or in transit.
o
Comparative temperabure data, Ros
Quanah, Tex., May 8. .President
quarrel of the evening. "Dr. Joyce"
your abstracts examined and day of September, 1886, in Brockton,
Have
well. Extremes this date .last year.
11,
departed,
Louis,
St.
for
Lazarus
on
has
Roswell
the
died
in
Mass.,
and
had an aunt, "Lueretia Joyce," who
bonded by the Bonded Abstract A SeArtesia Elects its Teachers.
max. 84; min. 56. Extremes this date
was a Miss and .had lots of money,
30tf day of May, 1909, aged 22 years, six 5 years' record, max. 98,1899; mln.
Airtesra, N. M. May 10. The school after giving orders to Engineer Ens- curity Co., Oklahoma Block.
parminger
push
to
the work in the Quan
months and 22 days. With her
and "Mrs. Joyce" had an uncle, "Sam- 'board nvet recently and after J. C.
38, 1895.
ents she came to the Pecos "Valley in
uel Cayden," who needed the cash. Gage was sworn in to succeed (himself ah yards on tracks and (buildings, etc. AN AUTO DELIVERY WAGON
Mr.
when
Malaga,
FOR
Interviewed
Ensminfer,
&
CO.
1895,
SHEPHERD
year
located
at
and
the
The result was inevitalble and they as school director (for another term,
The latest thing in Roswell in the .remaining there only a short time and
fell in love at sight. These were tak- proceeded to the election of teachers said:
way
of automobiles is an auto deliv then coming to Roswell, where she
'Just as soon as I can. get the nec
en iby Miss Zella Graves and Gray for the ensuing school year
Our Fountain Specials
here work , will be ery "wagon, recently purchased by has since .resided.
Hunter, who were two of the best in
Prof. W. P. Bishop, who (has served essary engineers
etc., at Quanah. Shepherd & Co., of the Roswell Au
Miss Swanson iwas a you nig woman
the show. Miss Graves made the hit so satisfactorily for the past year in started .beon the yards,
no small jab, as we have to tomobile Company. It is a Buick with of high moral character, possessing
of the evening with her acting and the capacity of superintendent was It will
plainly showed her exceptional abili- elected to the place for another term. haul in the neighborhood of 40,000. two cylinders and 22 horse power, the sweet disposition which won her
Qua-- the same as a Model 'F, except that it hosts of friends, who will mourn her
ty as an elocutionist and actress.
Prof. Hicks, principal of the high cubic yards of dirt from Acme to
The whole play wssa good. There school, will remain in ihis .present po. nah to make the fills in the yards. is fitted up with a bed suitable for departure. She was a member of the
The cost of the Baptist church of this city and a con
Long Green
was not a weak spot in it. Further- sition, while .Miss Minnie THittle was Over 400 cars of material will he need hauling groceries.
more St was well staged and the cos- retained as teacher of Latin and Span ed here. Rails are coming in now ev- machine was $1,050. It will! be put sistent Christian. She was formerly
Boston Freeze
a leader in all church work and altho
tumes were .fine, all tfle young ladies ish. Another teacher was added to ery day, and we :fcave sixteen oars into use Saturday.
o
en id young gentlemen looking their the High Pchool force when J. A. standing upon tlse tmack at Acme. The
of late she was confined to her home
Cherry Bon Bon
now is two miles MRS. JOHNSON GIVES
parts well, as well as acting them. Stout was elected to the chair of his material yard there
and couM do nothing in (this line of
in length, and - we shall bancs to lay
PARTY FOR MRS. GARY. work, her interest in the church nev
There was an absence of the li ttle de- tory.
Swastika Sundae
of the tracks next week., tho
Mrs. W. A. Johnson gave a party er waned.
lays that sometimes come wibh home
The grade teachers will .be announc another
the tracklaying proper . will not com- this morning to the Sooiay Circle at Educated in Roswell Public Schools
(talent shows, and every member of ed later.
mence 'before the 1st of June.
her beautiful home on North Richard Miss Swanson was graduated with
the company knew his part. The com
The Artesia company of National
'Mate-ria-l
has been coming in rath son avenue complimentary to her sis the class of 1906.
pany Is considering a trip to Artesia, guard,
recently
ibeen organ- er irregularly; some things, we
which
has
shall ter, Mrs. A. M. Gary, who has been
where it Is planned to give a reproduc ized here, met at the Commercial cltib
Those of the immediate family who
Uon of the play. Nothing definite has rooms lately and elected ithe follow ibe needing last are coming first.
here about two months and leaves Sat moum her loss are her parents ana EGOS VALLEY DRUG GOMP'NY
'For the tracks at Quanah we shall urday for her home in Greenville, Tex. two sisters, Mrs. G. R. Fletcher and
been decided on this point.
no. B. Enfield, cashier need
ing officers:
over 350 tons of steel, and work AxiitlonaJ to 'the ' membership of the Mrs. H. A. Dicken, both of Artesia.
Specialties ibetween acts last night of the hank ofJ Artesia, and who
serv
"Meet Me at floore' Fountain"
were exceptionally good. Haynes Bur- ed in the United States army in the on the depots win ibe started as soon Social Circle there were a few outThe service will be held at the
ros and Stanley Norvell each sang a Philippines, was made captain, while as possible. Architect John R. South- side feiends in attendance and the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Swanson
solo, and each received applause that Charles R. Echols and Fred Clayton, ern is now drawing the plans for a party was a congenial one. A
on Bast College Boulevard at two
luncheon was serv- o'clock Thursday afernoon. Friends
was little iless than an ovation. Hay-ne- s wno have hoth had tnatamg in New five stall roundhouse and machine
responded with a second selec- Mexico Milftary institute at Roswell shops, to he 4xrilt wholly of concrete. ed at twelve. Except that the affair are invited. Burial will !be made at
"He says he will toe ready to be was in the nature of a farewell to the South Side cemetery.
tion. These young mien have splon-di- d were made (first and second lieutengin construction work as soon as the guest of honor, it was a very happy
voices and will no doufbt become ants respectively.
o
vocalists of (marked ability. Little This week will be the closing week engineers get through with their sur- occasion..:
McGaffey Store at Thoreau Burns.
O
Misses Grace Miller and Fay White of the Artesia public schools, and a veying.
f
The McGaffey company store at The latest creation by the
gave a dance and song number that very interesting program has been ar
"Construction
work at Quanah
.Give Jack a boost on the "Satur- Thoreau, one of the largest mercanwas quite pleasing. tMesdaraes Stel- ranged. Tuesday evening the nigh should .begin within two, or at least day Evening Post" He has increased tile establishments in the southwest National Biscuit Company.
were the ac
of sales from one hundred was 'burned to the ground about 4
his nwn-bela Ritter and C. A. Nonvell
win present a play entitled: three weeks.
to three hundred copies and stands a o'clock Monday afternoon, according A Dainty Wafer
companists of the evening, meeting school
"Along
getting
we
are
route
the
al
"The Captain of Plymouth.
Thurs
good chance to win a $100 prize by
with their usual success, and Miss day
to advices received here from that
Dp. 59t3
grammar and prima ong very nicely. We have graded sev June 1st.
evening
Stella Jjandsaw gave several piano se- ry grades willthe
place last night. Full details were n For Serving with Tea
begin
ready
are
to
miles,
e
the
eral
and
.IMother-Goosgive
the
lections to the pleasure of alL
owing to the fact that the
obtainable
temporary
bridge
across
brtngers
work
ads.
Record
and
the
Result
Friday evening will .be
Festival,"
The prograim was concluded with a devoted while
telegraph wires were burned by the Or making Sandwiches.
graduating
to
exercises,
class song to the tune of "Auld Lang when Rer. E. McQueen Gray of the
braze and tele graphic communication
Svne. "by the entire company, pre University of New Mexico will ad
with Thoreau was suspended for sev 10 cts., 3 for 25c.
sented with artistic effect with red dress the class.
eral hours. The origin of the blaze
lights, and as the curtain went down
is unknown, but the building and al
WE ARE WAKING
o
ittM nkM eave ts "yen" with true
most entire stock was gutted and de Our Cakes and Crackers
ROSWBLL HOTEL: We are not on
college spirit.
stroyed, resulting 4n a loss of at least
you something good to
ly
giving
o
$15,000. The McGaffey company store Are Always Fresh.
you
you
we
fan
while
eat.
eat but
depot
Thorn eau is a commissary
at
OLD REAL E8TATE
for supplies furnished to the Aemri-ca- n Our Price is Always Less.
FIRM DISSOLVED.
Lumber company camp at Ketner
Carlsnad. N. SL, My 8. The mm of
store also carried on a heavy
The
6- - for
.25
McLenathen and Tracy 4s dissolved
will sell you in
designs
and
with the Navajo Indians and Any 5 cent package,
We
trade
the
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latest
Choice
Lot
Corner
mutual consent. C H. MoLenatrading
point
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important
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quite
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wait
the
or
the
3
package,
cent
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.25
then takes over the (buelneaB of the
with them. Albuquerque Journal.
We are agents tor the Hughes Crescent Coton Richardson Ave.
firm while F. G. Tracy wGl give his atMcGaffey
Roswell
K.
this
left
cent
L
Any
2
package,
15
for
.25
tage and Hockaday Paints.
tention to the Pecos Irrigation Com
morning for Albuquerone on business
We are headquarters for Pure Linseed Oil
Good Neighbors. See
pany. La Huerta company and Stev
cent
package,
Any
2
25
for
.45
connected with the fire.
.
and Strictly Pure white Lead.
ens interest. This is the oldest real
GirensacalL.
present
estate firm in Oarlsfbad. the
Eighty Acres Fifteen Thousand.
FRENCH & I1AL0NE
partnership being Conned in the spring
Woodruff & DeFreest today sold the
of 1893. C. H. (McLenathen came to
north eighty acres of what is known
Carkrbad, then called Eddy, in April.
as the Whetstone place, part of the Joyce-Prii- it
Men.
Insurance
Fire
Those
1889, and hung out he first sign in
old Hagerman ranch to Madtlox & Arm
the town. The old timers still restrong for a consideration of 115,000.
member the neat blue sign with (fee
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ned.Hulchdnson and Meade, Kansas,
Texahoma, Hereford and Slaughter's
ranch, Tex, and then o Roswell.
DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.
rth the exception of ome bad
Knives. Fcrks r.3 Sp::ns
sand1 stretches In ther valleys of the Ca
itaCteln And Cimarron rlversf the roads
We are showing: at? elegan
C. k. MASON
down; there are the finest in the : world
gocda'Bfct-ds'tim- e,
line
of
these
QKORQB A. PUCKETT- Editor
The soil is just sight Cor roads, winy.
having just received a shipment
ranchman thinks raothtag of build
of them.
ing sixty or seventy-fiv- e
mites of perK
T
Batarad Mmj 19, 1BOS. at KoavsU. N. M.. under tha Act of Consreaa of Mare- - 8. 18T
-- THEY AM All OF THE LAI EST DESIGNS
' fect road for fate own use. How noes
- Snch articles as Knives, Forks
he do- it? Simply by driving a. team
j
j.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPT ON.
of horses hitched to an ordinary road
and Spoons are always deemed
scraper in the"" general' direction he
15o
Daily. Par Week
a necessity, therefore if yon are
wants to go. He just selects a spot
60c
Daily. Per Month
contemplating giving a gift to
on the horizon and hits across conn
60o
Daily. Per Month, (In Advance)
someone, why not make it a set
try toward it. When the objective
5.00
Oaily, One Year (In Advance)
any
of the above
of
point is reached the scraper has made
Look at My Stock.
one track. On 'the return trip the
M
1
U
I
other ' trade
PUBLISHED DAIIjY SXOKPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO
is made. : Tfle soraiDer
Marry Morrison
h
h
takes off ' the crust so .to speak, leav
RosweFs Leadai. Jtwefer aa Opticba.
d
ing a
soil, as fast as a race
H
V No Alum No
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Jj
track for motors." Ae few trips over it
0i"
perfect.
and the road is
'
IV
Be on yovur guard. Alum Pow- Phelps White, a ranchman seventy-t:
ers may be known by their
A FEW CLIPPINGS FROM
t"
one
recently
Roswell,
miles
bo't
from
...
H
price 10 or 25c. a ltk,
OVER THE TERRITORY.
on
a
car.
motor
a
He
road
desired
r one cent an or
p2t?
Clifford Parish, a young man of Clo-viget
to iRoswell and
which he could
the other night was awakened
back to his ranch in the same day. f
from his slumber by a knock at the
So he 'built it with a road scraper. A
few pieces of lumber were used in
door and upon opening it was struck
passing over wire fences. They do
over the head and shoulder and arms
not have gates down there. The road
by an unknown assailant. He
goes right over the fence by means
a fracture of a collar bone. His
a kind of chute for the wheels. Veof
same kind of buds subjected to and compelled to take things as they
assailant made good his escape.
hicles can get in and out of fields by The
temperature of 3 hours, come. Colorado Springs Telegraph.
freezing
a
this method but the cattle cannot.
o
were only about
killed;
Tucumcarl Fire Swept.
From Roswell to Torrance, ;110 enough left for a crop.
Are you Interested in a really good
Tucumcari, May 6. Fire of question
miles, a road has (been especially built
driving horse, a good lookThe experiments, however caution 7 year-olable origin was discovered In the First
for motor .cars. A motor company at orehardists not to permit the tempera er, a good traveler, easily kept, can
Go.
Book
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Payton
National Bank building at 3 o'clock
Roswell holds a government contract ture to get as low as was shown in he handled by a woman. If you want
yesterday morning and damaged the
to carry mail between these points these experiments, .but to be a few to pay a good price for an exceptional
on. the safe side.
animal inquire of Dr. T. E. Pressley,
building to the extent of about $10,000
This company built the road. It is the degrees
52tf.
If these various investigations shall Phone No. 130.
This bulldlne was completed last atlons in about ninety days" said Pres their own tracks. From the Junction fastest road I ever saw. It's faster prove,
to ibe successful in determining
any
iThe
ever
built.
than
rock
road
M
field
have
ulhall
Madams
Stan
is
and
and
$50,000,
January at a cost of
what amount of frost a bud will
ident O. W. Butt of the Panhandle to the factory the packing company
on this road are unique. They Just
stage of development leased the rooms of the second story
a
at
stand
certain
eald to be the finest building in the Packing company to an Amarillo Dai- owns its own switch tracks, thus re bridges
oh' the cantilever style, with Jong
they will be of the utmost value hi the Sampson Block and are fitting
northeastern portion of the Territory ly Panhandle representative. "This moving that great expense item switch are
pine poles as the principal material. to the orchardist, for he will know them for light housekeeping rooms or
occupied
by
several
building
was
The
may seem a little too optimistic to lag charges. Located as it is on all Wire cables are used to hold ; the how to act and will (be able to save will rent them as single furnished
other concerns besides the bank and some, but it will not be when they re- three roads the packers ' will also ; be bridge
The cost of such a his crop In nearly every case. pres- rooms.
Indeed, it wouH seem that the
the fire broke out under the floor of a flect that nearly all of the work now in (position to demand favorable con 'bridge is small and one can be built
o
ent day farmer and orchardist, intends
milliner- Darlor belonging to Mrs. L. completed above the foundation itself sideration in regard to freight rates in a week.
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"That country may seem desolate chooses. If a sufficient amount he
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This is to certify that letters of
the
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The entire building would have been
water
right
at
does not fall
The New Fence Law.
rain
the
A visit to this coming Ibig induswindow of a Pullman car," Mr. Col time he opens his irrigation ditches
have ibeen granted
the
destroyed but for the heroic efforts of trial Institution is sufflcdent to conThe last Territorial Legislature pass lins
undersigned
get
they
T.
by
Evans,
J.
Hon.
continued
"But
as
water
he
needs
if
the
it
could
and
takes
department.
the fire
ed fence law, which we reproduce out
vince one that the work Is indeed
In it they would change their from reservoirs. If the temperature Judge of the Probate Court for Chavrapidly. Brick work Is more for the ibeneflt of our readers:
minds. Flowers of every hue coyer endangers his fruit crop he proceeds es Soumty, .for the last will and testaPeople
Worked.
Albuquerque
Section 1. 'When a fence is con the country like a carpet. There are to heat up his orchards to the point ment of Amanda Reeves, deceased.
than half done and carpenters are trythey will withstand the chilling
A number of Albuquerque
Therefore, all persons having claims
ing hard to keep pace with Ibrick lay structed of barbed wire and posts. pretty streams of 'blue water abound where
have been victimized 'by an ers. The worKing lorce now consists there shall be not less than four wires ing with fish. And game say. We wind3.
against said estate, are hereby noti,
Farming
becoming
more and fied to present same within the time
is
other bogus check artist, and the in- of more than fifty men.
well stretched and firmly fastened to saw antelope in herds like sheep.! But more an exact
science. It is no longer prescribed by law.
dications are that the perpetrator of The boiler and engine room is com- the posts, the top one at least four as" soon as they saw us there was a
Nature is used and is Witness my
hand this 4th day of V"
the crimes cleverly escaped punish- pleted and workmen are installing feet from the ground "and the bottom scamper, and tney were gone over made to conform to the needs and ihe
May, 1909.
crest
the
hill.
a
of
occacase
of
necessities
the
and
the
ment by pleading sickness.
more
one
not
wire
from
than
the
foot
foundations for the engines and boilJ. H. REEVES,
There is a penalty of ninety days' sion, and the western farmer, at least
Sunday morning a well groomed ers. Four engines are on the ground ground, the wires not to (be over 12
imprisonment and a fine of $500 for feels, that he is no longer helpless
Executor.
young man stepped into the cigar
Ibe
apart.
posts
not
to
inches
The
the power engine, the water tower
shooting an antelope. But
killing
or
St.,
on
Second
etore of Dr. Macbeth
engine and the two ammonia engines. over twenty feet apart and firmly set there is no law on ducks and our 16and asked to have a check for $5 cash The power engine will be nearly twenty-th- in the ground to a depth of at least gague snot-guso many
, brought us
ed. The doctor had seen the young ree
feet high. The two ammonia two feet and to be not less than three that I realy got tired of eating them
man around for several weeks and ve
We often saw wolves. One night
ry obligingly took the paper giving a
when we were putting up for the night
at a ranch. Breed chased a grey wolf
crisp $5 bill in exchange. The check
with the car. Ater a few miles the
was signed "Joseph H. Garrett," and
beast turned on .the oar and bit at a
endorsed "Joseph H. Garrett." Mon
front tire. Breed killed it with .the
day when the check was presented at
shotgun. We (brought ; the animal's
the (bank, the doctor was Informed
home with us so we could prove
brush
that Joseph H. Garrett had no funds
our story. .
there.
"On the return trip we took in
Dr. Macbeth spoke to the police
guide who stayed with us for .264
E tubaliner
and
Undertakers
about the check, with the intention of
miles. We left Roswell on Wednes
day morning and the following Sun
having the man arrested. The poday night, at midnight reached the
lice informed the doctor that Garrett
Telephone No.
Buick agency' here. The best evi
Ambulance Service.
was in the hospital. The doctor did
denceof the truth of my statement
not care to prosecute a sick man. The
about the roads lies in the fact that
next day, however, he learned that Gar
the car traveled more than 3,000 miles
hospital
rett was not in the
but had
on the same set of tires and the same
disappeared.
air. We never bad a puncture and
An investigation developed that Garwe didn't take the air bottle out of
j
end,
.power
smaller
each Inches in diameter at the
car."--' Our speedometer recorded
rett had worked the bad check swin engines are of 250 horse
sixteen the
1,174. miles by the direct route when
dle on a number of other Albuquerque The boilers have been shipped, but When the posts are more than
feet apart 'there shall be' stays' four we came"' home. Rain? ' iDidn't see
merchants. Fried berg Bros., the West have not yet arrived.
big
engine
room
feet long and at 'least one inch 'thick a drop all the time we were gone-- "
to
Close
is
the
the
Central avenue clothing merchants.
got one for $10. Another merchant water reservoir, made of cement, 5 Ox firmly fastened to the' wires "not more
got' one for a large sum and gave Gar 25x14 feet, which will hold 103,000 gal than eight feet apart.
" SAVING THE FRUIT CROP.
ret a beating as punishment. This lons of water. The water supply will Sec 2. When the fence is construe - Some" very Interesting experiments
Just been concluded by a number
happened more than a week ago but come from two deep wells, one of ted of lumber and posts the 'boards have
Canon City fruit growers to deterof
one
six
and
thick
inch
completed.
least
290
shall
be
at
which
Is
is
well
This
was suppressed. Garrett endeavored
mine, is possible, just
much cold
feet Inches wide with posts as described in weather, fruit buds, in how
to pass a check on Graham Bros., but feet deep, and there Is sixty-fiv- e
stages
various
section one not over eight feet apart of ' development, would stand.
of water standing in it now.
the paper was not accepted.
e
The experiments were for the
The superior quality of the concrete and firmly set In the 'ground as describ
'
Instead of going to the hospital,
discovering;
possias
near
as
of
In
The
be
section
one."
boards
ed
work
being
lo
done
in the construction
Garrett (boarded the El Paso train
ble,-when
it would fbe necessary to
Sunday night and presented a check of the several buildings was demon firmly nailed to the posts. The" space smudge,' so that the fruit growers
to
'"more
hot
be
try
boards
between
the
began
to
when
workmen
would not ibe wasting time and money
to the conductor Cor his fare. The strated
if it was not necessary.,
check was not accepted by the con to cut out an opening for a door, at than six inches.
The frtiitibuds on limbs were placSec. 3. When the fence is construe
ductor and Garrett was put off the a place which, through oversight, no
ed In cold "storage at a temperature
posts
poles
shall
and
ted
of
opening
will
left.
had
been
take
It
train at Islet a. He there endeavored
of '32 .degrees, and was gradually reto get a check cashed at the depot, two men a day to cut out an opening not ibe more than twelve feet and of duced to 22 degrees.' The limbs were
the same size set In the ground as de permitted to remain in storage for
but the station agent refused to take half the size of the doorway.
Ther poles to from S to' '6 hours and then taken out
in section onel''
scribed
curing
room
The
160x100
and
is
feet
paper.
the
Garrett had the conductor
"
in the sun and examined.
fa"
Room II, Oklahoma Block.
two
Phone No. 8.
diameter at placed
be
at
Inches
least
hold the train while he presented the will have a cement floor. The salt
was
found that in most cases onIt
'"be
"at
"to
room,
the
least
end
and
smaller
alongside
room
which
runs
this
per
ly
injury
10
cent
about a
had been
check at the ticket office. The train
in the case of,; Ben
pulled out and left him there and he on the south end of the basement Is four in number, firmly fastened to the done, although
r
apple buds, after a
remained around the Isleta station directly underneath the platform ' on posts with nails or wire the top pole Davis
' in which the buds were just
freeze
until sometime Monday morning when which freight will ibe unloaded, and at least four feet from the ground and ready to burst, the crop was destroyed
this convenience will mean a great the bottom pole not more than one ft.
he disappeared.
saving In handling that commodity, of from the ground and the poles not to
which so much is used in the packing be more than one' fodt apart.
.
v
PROGRESS ON THE AM A- Sec 4. When the fence is construc
RILLO PACKING PLANT. business.
'
-The killing room, sixty-fou- r
feet ted of stone, adobe, woven wire or any
Prom Texas Stockman-Journa- l.
iii
square,
other material It shall be at least four
will
matchbe
laid
with
pack-inconfidently
believe
the
that
I
Ui
height
strength
equal
feet
flooring
(brick
in
and
ed
cein
covered
with
and
' r'There 2re many people in Roswell who all along would have preferred to
house will 'be ready to begin oper- - ment.
one i
All other rooms used in the to the fence describedn'sec-ib- a
process of killing, packing and curing of this act.
live in SOUTH ROSWELL had it not been so expensive to get water.
Sec. 5. All acts and 'parts' of acts
will have this same flooring, which is
Now that this problem has been solved with the City Waterworks, now in vi
&
called the "sanitary floor" and rec in conflict"'' herewith" are hereby re- '
SOUTH ROSWELL is on an equal footing with any section of
ojperatioh
f
pealed.::
M
ommended (by the government.
We Carry
5 5r ! Koswell in the thatter of conveniences.
g
. .
,
, ;
The jobbing room will fbe 100x32,
Side-ii- H
Motor
well
A
New
Trip
in
as
Sewer
and
Mexico.
Cement
not only has Vate1rconnections7but
il
on each of the four floors; the refrig
0
Douglas Chocolates
erating rooms 100x64 feet; the tank From K. C. Star.
Of
everywhere.
walks
finest natural roads in the
room proper 64x32, also on" all floors.
'
a perfect 'cHmate. What crtore
and
That it is the most desirable place in coswei to live is generally admitted. xii
Finest in the Land
The Ice plant, which will be 34x80 could a motor lover desire?
'
t
'
Within1 twelve; months lots in SOUTH KOSWELL will be selling for li)
feet, has not yet been (begun. MetaHc
R. H. ColHns, district manager of
t
lath with cement plaster will he used the Buick company, says New Mexico
$1,000.00, so buy your lot now and
,
"
We Make Our Own
iii
in lbs construction.. The fertilizer is the motorists' paradise. Mr. Col:
building, to be constructed of the same Hns has just returned "from a motor
iii
I
I
trip to Roswell, N. M. He says If was
material, will be 40x40.
iii
"
j
A" feature to which President Butt the greatest outing he has ever bad.
"
my
machine, G..reedr, ad
"With
We Know Its Good'
takes great pride is the convenience
0
I left Kansas City April 28," he said
of the plant with regard to the three yeWerday."-ra
aveledfa'f-"Bn- Ic
Tdtzcri-Finnccaiii (
n
railroads, the Rock Island, the Fort model 16 roadster. The outgoing trip
tti
-a
i Worth & Denver and the Santa Fe.
N.
Office
The
Main
White Face"
The
St.
With
315
PHONE 304.
was made (by easy stages.. The first
Bach of these roads come to within day-- re ran W Yflaiae&r'K)i3iIten
& lew hundred yards of the yW on on successive days to Ellsworth,
kt- -
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R. Burck.
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Mrs. J.
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t' I
morning ifor Amarfdlo to spend a few
ed home last night.
"
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days
with !her iMisfband, who is there
ABSTRACTS.
HARDWARE STORES.
- ' 1 at wofk as bridge foreman for t2ie rail CRAVES
BIG AUTO TO HIRE.
COUNTY
ABSTRACT CO, ROSWELL HARDWARE .CO. Whole
company;
road
$0t3.
See Crase:
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and sale and retail hardware, gasoline
Oj
r
Prompt.
..s
engines, pipe, pumps, fencing.
BIG AUTO TO HIRE
Mr: and Mrs. 3. C Hata8, riii 'have
ROSWELL,
&
CO.
TITLE
TRUST
INDEPENDENT
HARDWARE CO.
.
60tX
r
been Inakdng 'their tiAne la Roswell, See Crusev
ABSTRACTS, real estate and loans Wholesale and retail everything in
left Kills tnornmg ior Kansas City,
hardwre. tinware, buggies, wagons
Mr. "and Mrs.' J. S. Laird and daugh
where" they 'expect" to reside.
AND SE" implements water supply goods and
,Jrr.t CO..l arstrapt
ter, Oladys, ileft.ithis morning for their
Capital $50,000. Ab plumbing
CURITY
Gtracts and titles guaranteed, loans.
:
Mrs. T..Becfchain Tjr1, and'.ltttle home in Maquoketa. 11a., after spend" JEWELRY STORES.
Oklahoma Block, Phone 87.
son. Jack, of Artesia, ipassed lUtrowgh ing ten days visiting Mr. and Mrs. W.
'
Maxwell.
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Mrs.
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Max
B.
and
Laird
Mrs.
BOELLNER. Roswell's best
this morning orf itheir way to Kansas
, jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand
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"
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Miss
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know
.
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a
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. what you have to sell.
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a
mouth
long' time loans; interest payable an
PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO. Lum
nually with privilege to pay off loan at igt. Mary's hospital, .was taken
ber' shingles, doors, ilime, cement,
BUTCHER SHOPS.
before due. J.fB. Herbst, Financial home last night by her sister. Miss
varnish and glass,
Ptossie Wixom.
he Is now well ' on U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth- - P111
Agent, 303 N. Main. opp. P. O.J
her way to recovery.
ing but the best. "Quality" is our ROSWELL LUMBER CO. The
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est
yard in RoswelL See us
r W. J. Chapman, of Chicago, s,.flo
"
for all kinds of building materials
was here looking at' sheep and wool, " St Totaek returned on the auto last
PBILLIARD-POOleft last night for Car3bad. He re night from a ousiness trip through 04d
HALLS.
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u? your
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for Pec3 CiTT?lvI
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.
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"
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Expert
BERNARD
25
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POS.
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at' '
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Graduate Chicago
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pie experience. Work is guaran- Prager & "Company force, left this
Valley Optical KompamY morning
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a
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for
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property at good
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Miss Nell R. Moore
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Specialist.' Glassas Accurately
FURNITURE STORES.
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furniture in outfitters in
apparel
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time
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a
for
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DiMr.
winter.
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GROCERY STORES.
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,PR. 1 E. PRESLEV;
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marshal,
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Phone 130
returned 'last night from Brown-wood- ,
w- p- WOOD.
GRAIN,
tailor made
&
FUEL
HIDE
DEALERS
illTexas, where he was called by the
ness of hits aged father. Upon his ar- ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO.-- Let
rival he ifound that his father had
bTMdes,gprneTo!
and'Toot
'
died the" morning before. He remain
UNDERTAKERS.
ed for the funeral and to sipend a few ROSWELL TRADING CO. Coal, hay
days-witand grain. Always the best. East DILLEY & SON. Undertakers.
his relatives.
St., Phone 126.
o-vate ambulance. Prompt Service.
J.i "
H.' 12' Higday who ihais .been at the
'
FURNITURE CO. Under- ULIJ3RY
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FOR SALE.
Oofteyvllle; Kansas Business College
HOUSE FURNISHERS.
Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
takers.
FOR SALE : One of the .best, safest through" the past winter,' arrived lasrt HILLS & DUNN. Furniture, Stoves,
and .best looking family mares in night rto spend a few weeks with his
ranges, matting, quilts; everything PEOPLE WHO READ THE DAILY
RoswelL Must be sold toy Friday. slater Mrs.'" AJ: Hahby," and from here
you need to fit up your house. New Record, subscribe and pay for it.
Also have for sale buggy and bar- will, go to El Paso to locate, having re
100 N. Main. Tele- - and have money to buy the goods
and second-hand- .
eness.. Call ait 204 West 8th St. 6lt2 ceived a diploma from the Ooffeyville
advertised in the paper.
phone Number 69.
Houses on 'the installment platiC Will college, at graduation,. April 30.
ibulld according to your own. plan
a cadet of the third
small cash payment, balance month-J- y R. ' R.' Forkner,;
TRUST COMPANY CASHIER
Pasture for Lease.
payments. 'Roswell Title , and class at ' the ' MiMtary Institute, left
"
I
22,000
plains
acres
have
best
TO BE HERE JULY FIRST.
of
(home
AnTrust Co.
in Los
tlhis morning for 'his
'
with 1 16; 1 18 and 2 20 ft.
FOR SALE: At a .bargain, Lali kinds geles, in answer o a telegram from grass
wind mills equipped with 20 ft. iron
of good 'horses and nllk- cows, 2 sec hie .father, who needs him on a busi tubs
President R. .F. Barnett, or t!ie new
and large earth reservoirs for
"been
Cadet,'
wagone,
matter.""
iForkner
ness
has
6nd hand
buggy, harness,
waste water. Six miles from Santa Fe Union Trust Company, of Roswell. is
one riding cultivator. Cheap if tak- In the Institute three years, but does at White Deer and four miles from in ireceipt of a lcUc-- irom H. II.
.to return next. fall.
en at once. AM stock sold toy, me not expect
Rock Island at Groom.
Reenforced
of Memphis, T'jiin., statin? that
.
with gas engine through July and he will be here July 1 to take up his
a
must be as represented or no sale.
August. Will graze 4,000 cattle. For duties as cashier of tr:e new company
See me before buymg. W, iC iReed NINETY-NINE- "
ENTRIES UNDER
wlitlh P. V. Trading Co., Telephone
NEW HOMESTEAD LAW. particulars address me at Amarillo. It will be remembered by the Record
eod.6t readers that Mr. Ilendrick telagraph-eNo. 412. w.
Since last Saturday morning, when H. T. Groom, mr"-"614.
o
the new 320 acre homestead law went
his acceptance of ihe offer of the
FOR KENT
Invitations for Greek German
position of cashier In the new comr?
into practical ..effect, there (have been
entries of land at the RosThe invitations have Iboen issued pany, and tbe letter comes ai a conacre traot "with water ninety-ninFOR RENT
Mr.
edge of town. Inquire "405 N. Pnn. well land office of the... Government. for the German that is to be given firmation of (the telegram.
entries were for the Friday evening at Armory Hall by the
has for eight years ibeen cashFOR RENT: Rooms with (bath's jH4 Ninety of theseacres
to which persons Pan Hellenic Club. About two hun ier of the Manhaltan Savings Bank &
additional 160
Rlobardsea;'- - viftn'
having previously "taken ivp 160 are dred invitations were issued and as Trust Company, of Memphis, and is a
FOR
J'robmsri for en titled. The other nine were for or- provides for the (bringing of lady man of exceptionally good qualificaUght-houkeeping. Call at room iginal entries of 320 acres. .The word each
friendis, that number fis pnaoticaily tions for the position he is to fill.
8 over Weste
Oro6ey ro61t2. came 'tthatthe entries could .'be 'made doubled in the number of people who
FOR RENT: Furnished rooms, 512 last Friday, ,
notice jto the public are asked. Consequently tiie attenN. Lea.' avei ti'u&n:
f 59t3
was notourt nnt41 that evening and it dance will be large. It has promise
FOR RENT: Afodern 5 room ?cotge was Saturday when ; ithe "first entry of being the swellest social event of
were the season. ,
with bath- - Inoiiire 200 SMalri.it2 was toader The "first" ninety-nin- e
Saturday,
days
of
three
in
made'
the
FOR RENT: After May 17, South Monday "and Tuesday.,
"
east "room, furnished. Noi3ck.:604
j to
promises
office
local
land
The
60ta.
N. Ky ave
break its own .record thi4 month a to
furnished Che" number of "entries (being made.
FOR REJNTTlireeroom
house, apply 507 iN. Lea, or phbne SexAember of the year. 4906 holds the
No. 585.
eitt: record at present, .with, approximately
FOR RENT: 2 offlce rooms in the 475 entries. . Up to and including Tues
Ramona Block. A. M. I. inquire at day.'H 4here"bave already been $ed
&6t6. 390 entries this month.
room 1 Ramona bldg.
If this rate
FOR RENT: 5 room modern h
is' continued the month . of. May 1909
EStf will be me. largest m.Hw.oiswrM oi
Inquire Tit ReeoM Office.
hovLse.-I- nFOR RENT: 3 "oom
the office with hundreds to spare. Lnd
quire otMfaTBtF. Hardwick, bpr-ne-r the 4act that more lands are expected
60i3V to. toe. jthrownlopen.tp entry under the
Jennet nd 2d st.
LOUISVILLE, KY., and return
320 acre law gives' reason to believe
5
roam
furnished
RENT:
FOR
S50
30. Southern Baptist Conip.
present rate will tbe kept
house. --Ail- nedern improvements. that the
vention, May 91h, 10th, 11th and
$25 permonth. Apply 604 South lo.,
12th. Limit May 24th.
What' Wrong?
ox . phone 46T,
.
. 60tf.
your
eyesf
xm im t
"fiilESSQ-COaTES15
or your glasses?
do you know?
- 1
UlMTUIt
Los Angeles, San Diego or
want to know?
. Horse Shoeing Shop.
City
At
a pertinent ? ,
WANTED: 'Horse for it feed, would
rit's
San
Francisco and return. $58.75
-- the sensible
how
buy if suited. Address ''Record ; of-May
I will give a free rd'ess onevery
20tb to June 20th, inclusive.
cause
the
many shoes are driven with
Limit Oct. 31, 199.
We can tell you.
"W5a.NflTED M
three or four room $L50 purchase daring the month
house as near the (Record Offlce as
iir-- i
Inquire thW of
i possible and cheap.
'All guesses mast be left at shop
LOS ANGELES & return $74.80
,A vi
if:' L pn. or before Jona first. r.r
ttv
SAN FRANCISCO and retorn
.Wl 'to' each "and everyone
$84.80. Tickets on ale dally,
H Valley Optical KompanY
- 9 ien gveeaing
im
zI
eoreect mnber.tJ
good 6 month from date of aale
shawij
'
correct
nearest
2 bones shod for
Finder pKaoo rctorn to this omce
SrtCUUSTS ft FITTItf CLASSES
CM2,
'
snd Meeive iewauM
v 'spUtac1 horse shod for. second nearest
UU I artinine
ijOSTJieolfa
fox nxmi PAJtncuARS mt u
,j
correct guea. f?r,,w-Permanent Lecatiett
lee, itpcase beartog the name of Tr
BOELLNER AND INCERSOLL STORE.
YioW. Wi KING; 1
John Tinder. Parsona, Kans."
M. D. BUnhS, AC3t.
- turn lid; Di-- TJndera offlce." & ta
East
3rd.
NMTB or PUCC k CO.
I'
60t2
moot Block. Dor reward.
.
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LIBERAL TERMS IF YOU LIKE

1

Old-mott-
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lum-be-
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6 per cent interest on Deferred Papents

-

J

'

'

L

-
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W. G. Hamilton, Agent.
TELEPHONE 256.

ROSWKLL N. M.
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LOCAL

J

NEWS

K. C. King returned to Hagerman
last night alter spending a day here
on business.
-

--

cHaper

o

O

!

If you are broke. Cruse can fix you.

i

o

Ed Weidman, of Dexter spent today
K. K. Scott came In last night from
in Roswell.
Scottsboro, on the Plains to spend a
u
See Cruse tor rubber Urea. Fire- few days in town.
' 39tf
stone and Goodyear brands.
W. E. Bowen, J M. Coles and J. I.
o
N. Costa returned last night from H inkle, of Hajgerman, were here, today attending court.
a trip to bis ranch.
o

o

.

Tomato, sweet potato and cabbage
Cruse will figure on anything In
blacksmithing and will do it cheaper plants at Alameda Greenhouse. ' 5?t6
o
in the long run. The 'best Is the cheapand Mrs: Howard Orwtcher and
er,
tt theDr.Drs.
Parsons made a trip to
b
by auto today.
Harry Kendall returned last night
o
from a (trip to Ckvis.
Miss Cora Mise returned to her
D. N. Croft returned last night front borne near Dexter last night after
commuting on her homestead.
a business itrip ito Olovis.
- ' "- -- o
o
' Mary
Cowell rwent to Artesia
Miss
W. H. Rhodes came in last night
last night to take charge of a case of
from a (business trip north.
Hag-enma-n

sickness as professional nurse.

W. P. Lewis left last night for Hope
to spend a iweek on his ranch.
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Up-to-da-

nVZA taSs'an

Adsj

Classified

.

Prl-Secon- d

:

NOTICE, FRIENDS."
I have an exclusive horse-shoo
an artist in his profession. R.
W. K. Breeding came tip from Lake-woo- d now,
45tf.
this morning on a (business visit P. Cruse.
o
Mrs. Burnie MuUane left last night
Mr. Prospector. Make our office fox! Knowles, to Join Mr.- - Mullane In
we
city,
quarters
while
in the
head
management of . the Knowles
bare a long line of farms, improved, ithe
News.
and unimproved, that we want to show
you. Roswell Title & Trust Co.
Mrs. Robert Miller, wife of a promiC. 31- - McUenathen, of Carlsbad, nent merchant at Hagerman, was opwas (here today looking after business erated on tbls (morning at her home
,.
..
... at Hagerman. ,r , .
. .
.
affalra
er

-

;

.

.

Hunsberger,)

-

.

SON.-ueensw-

returned
last night from a two week's trip to
t .
eastern Texas.
M. iL. ' Bunrell, at- - iDunlap,

1

Boellner, the Jeweler. Has It
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We'll Put You Up a'Good House
-

fI

For a very little cash payment and let you pay
the balance with what you now pay for rent.

j

YOU HAVE HEARD THAT BEFORE NO DOUBT

But you haven't acted --on the suggestion 'Better do it at
once. , Every day property js advancing and the quicki
'
er you act the sooner you will 'commence to know
how money is made in real estate.
, j

5 room house on Virginia avenue 100 feet front, walks, lawn,

shade, artesian water right, only-i- 160aOQ.fH
W
a lot, build you a home, to ybtnr order, and
give you long time in which to pay Jor it. : This beats rent
New house, just started, East front on Main street corner, a
.
. bargain. Let us show this to you.
T
r
88 acres IX miles from town, extra good 'land; trater aear the
Will make an excellent pumping proposition, j
surface.
--,. I
$22.50 per acre.
Will
sell.
fenced.
well
all
located,
ranch,
A first class cattle
Well worth the money.
f
plan
Installment
you
aiascii
the
oji
home
A.
Don't forget that we
f

.

j

We will sell you

.
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I

j
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r.:!i:t!3 Abstracts.
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TO STRAIGHTEN THE ' '"v
RIVER NEAR LEA8BURQ.
Lm Oruoes, N. M (May 10. Dr. C.
I Hill has secured petndssSon from
the hoard of river omm9Bilanera to
straighten the Rio Grande where it
'

SCHOOL

Remove your Coal Stove

.

PROGRAMS

Cook with Gas This Summer

low

ASK US ABOUT IT

"Sweet the Coal Man."
FOR RENT: 3 room house on North cident took place in the Ohio river
Richardson ave. R. H. McCune 61tf four miles "below Pittsburg near
Schoenville, all the men in the boat
TWENTY-FIVMINERS
were employes of the Pressed Steel
KILLED IN EXPLOSION. Car Company. When the boat sank
Albany, N. Y., May 12. It is believ- some of the men were drawn down by
men were killed suction and others became chilled by
ed that twenty-fiv- e
this afternoon in a premature explos- the water or stricken Jby cramps. An
ion of dynamite in a stone quarry other survivor says he was struggling
about ten miles from Albany, Among in the water when a steamer passed
the dead are J. H. Callahan, manager he called for help tout beard only the
of the quarry and Charles D. Callahan response "Your crazy" as the steamer
his brother. Thirty men were work- passed on. Searching .parties worked
ing near the drills when the explosion all night.
occurred, and it is reported that 25
o
of these were killed. Another gang NOW MISS CHICAGO
of twenty men were working further
HAS THE MEASLES.
down the quarry and it is reported
Chicago, May 12. Chicago is in the
that some of these were also killed, rrin of an eroidemic of measles. In
jbTit the report has not ibeen verified.
the last nine days a total of 651 oases
About a thousand pounds of dynamite have 'been reported to the health de-exploded.
narfcmerit an average of 73 a day
o
while in normal .times not more than
WOMAN GOES ON THE
twenty a day are reported daily.
POLICE FORCE OF CHICAGO.
o
Chicago, May 12. Chicago's first
and Cake.
Cream
lee
police woman is Miss Josie V. SulliIce cream and cake will he served
van. She is a special and has all
the Salvation Army all Saturday
the powers of a regular patrolman. afternoon and evening at the building
She was given a star, club and whis- where the Presbyterian ladles served
tle yesterday and was assigned the meals during the convention. H.very
department store district to catch body is invited to come and get some- shop lifters. The appointment was Oilnf mnd to eat.
olH.
made by Chief Shlppy after the decis
o
proceeding
ion as to legality of the
was received from the corporation PORTLAND ROSE CARNIVAL
CONTINUE FROM JUNE
Brundage
said
counsel Brundage.
May 11. The Alaska-YukoSeattle,
prevent
was
to
nothing
the
that there
will open on the
Exposition
appointment of a woman on the po Pacific
lice force.
first day of June. On the seventh of
June the Rose Carnival will begin its
TWENTY ARE DROWNED
carnival of flowers in the city of Port
IN LANCH DISASTER. land and this will continue until and
Pittsburg, Pa., May 12. Twenty Including the twelfth day of June.
men were drowned last night when a
Tht two affairs are within a few
gasoline launch in which thirty work
distance of each other, and vis
hours
men were passengers, sunk and sur
to
either may reach the other atvivors of the accident tell harrowing ltors
experiencs. The men were on their traction by land or water route. The
way home after the day's work which time of the year, June, is the most
.
Thirty perfect season for traveling, and at no
was lengthened .by
men "were crowded into a boat which time is the Pacific coast country to be
was intended for only twenty. William seen under more delightful conditions.
Gotherldge one of the survivors says Especial rates have ibeen established
he felt the boat sink and the next
railroads, and
moment was in the water, after strug by all transcontinental
passage
liberal stop
Includes
return
gllng for about three minutes he was
privileges.
rescued by a man in a skiff. The ac over
E
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THE MORRISON

THE MORRISON BROS.' STORE.

BROS.' STORE

0

la Graves.-

-

Mixed Quartette.
Seniors in Heaven, Echo Sain.
7. Class Prophecy, Arline Gibbany.
8. Song, Class.
9. Faculty in 1929, Eunice Pickering
10. scnool Jokes, Gray .Hunter.
11. Song Class.
5.
6.

Rosvell Gas Company

w

the

-

-

--

through his ranch, two miles 'beLeasfewng diversion dam and
work on a new channel was started
this morning. The out ito toe made is about half
a mile In length and. will toe made
12 feet wide. It is espeoted that the
.force of .water In. (the cut will he suf
ficient to make a larger channel for
the river. The work is being done on
a neck of land that is at pre seat on
the west eMe of the river and Dr. Hill
was not atole to get men to cross un
til he bad secured a large flat iboat,
that will be used as a ferry.
About 20 teams and scrapers will
he used, and a (permanent camp will
.be established until the water
has
.been diverted into the new channel.
This work will reclaim over 150 acres
of .land of which about 100 acres are
flow

Class Day Exercises, Central School
Building, Wednesday Night, May 12.
1. Song, Class.
2. Junior Alphabet,
Ruth Hess,
Class Poet.3. Declamation,
Oscar Chisum,
Hatchet Oration.
4. Original Poem on Faculty, Zel- -

over-time-

unr

PoDocy

M-H-

Graduates.
JOHN Q. HOFFMAN.
ZELLA GRAVES.
RUTH HESS.
NATHANIEL. G. HUNTER.
OSCAR W. CHISUM.
EUNICE E. PICKERING.
MARIAN ARLiNE GIBBANY.
RALPH VAN HORNE.
ECHO MAE SAIN.
MOTTO Venimus, Vidimus Cicimus
FLOWERS White Carnations..
COLORS
Green and White- -

COMMENCEMENT AT THE
MILITARY INSTITUTE
Saturday, May 15.
8:30 a. m. Guard Mounting.
9:00 a. m. Battalion Inspection.
5:30 p. m. Battalion Parade.
Sunday, May 16.
11:00 a, m. Sermon to Cadets, hy Rev.
Alexander,
Dr.
in Gymnasium.
5:00 p. m. Battalion Parade.
Monday, May 17.
9:45 a. m. Butt's Manual.
10:00 a. m. Competitive Drill.
2:00 p. m. Base Ball Game.
5:20 p. m. Battalion Parade.
8:30 p. m. Reception by Superinten-

ACT ON SALOON QUESTION
Santa Fe, N. M., May 10. lAt an adjourned session of the city council
held this evening a proclamation was
issued calling a special election on
Monday, Jine 7, for the purpose of sub
mibting to the voters of this city the
question as to whether or not they
favor the sale of spirituous, and malt
liquors within the city limits under
the city license. Action was taken on
the saloon question at a iprevious meet
ing of the city council by the adoption
of a resolution to close the saloons
on the 31st of December of this
year, (but the council has decided to
suibmit the question to the voters of
the city and will 'be guided by their
action by he result of the election.
o
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THEY are Garments made of fine Materials, Hi
ft
with fine Linings and strong "Interiors"
0)
just as an Exclusive Tailor would make Hi
them and with just as much Style, Fit and Uj
to
Wearing Qualities.
THE Only Difference is that Our Clothes, cost
Less, Much Less, than any tailor would
charge.
SUITS for Spring and Summer

&

$15 to $35. a;

THIS STORE is the Home of High Class
Merchandising

at Low

it

Hj

Prices.

0
it

1
A. M

orrison Bros, & Co.

&

&

9:40
10:00
5:20
8:30

tions.)
Wednesday, May
a. m. Firing Salutes 1.
to Regents
and visiters.
,
a. m. Battalion reviewed .'by
Lieut. Gov., Regents, Visitors.
p. m. Graduating Parade.
p. m. Graduating Exercises.'
Prayer.
Announcement of Distinction.
Valedictory

Address

Jr.

Is

Vacation?
If you are in need of a Trunk, Suit Case or

i

not., come in., jvnn'll nnt. h ohlio-p- - tr
- hnvj ( S
i
because you look but what we want more i
than anything else is to submit to you the I
proof of our contention, that this is the best X
rlto in frttirn ir Kinr o TinnV rv Quit- pn J '
-- --

-

We are showing the new
lnde5tructo
Trunk" which is made by the National 5i
Veneer Product Company.

it

This Trunk is Absolutely Guaranteed against j
Fire, Accident, Wreck, Collision, Careless- $V
ness or Neglect for a period of five years.
Prices range from

$22.50 to $32.50.

by Cadet

Delivery of Diplomas.
Address to Graduating Class, by
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, Lieut. Governor of New Mexico.
Delivery of Scholarships - and
Commissions.
Thursday, May 20.
7:30 a. m. Company Inspection.
Announcement of Promotions
and Appointments.

Vacation Furloughs Granted.
"Anld Lang Syne," oy Cadet
;
Band.

AREOPLANES ON MARKET
HUNDRED.
AT SEVENTY-FIVNew York, The minimum price of
the Wright Aeroplane has Ibeen fixed

We also havw other Trunks from $4 to $20.00.

i
1

Suit Cases all Sizes and Qualities from $2.00
to $17.50.

ft
It

COMPANY

JOYCE-PRUI- T

I

ROSWELL'S GREATEST STORE

erratic stream boamlng here now xhe many yearn. The simitiury Kays:
river is likely to 'be watched with more j April was stormy, and tliw current
.
or less interest here for several weeks snowfall has mori than offsul th
M fir ins .th.is far ha
to come. The water has flooded the
almost exclusively
to sunny
low lands along the east bank of the
river both above and Ibelow the Bar- - slopes and the parks of modttr&le
At higlwr a)r.itulf the effect
elas bridge and a long stretch of water is visible from West Central ave- of 3ueh .hitih tf niratirr an have
nue over at the edge of the broad prevailp'l !ia.i honn to serk" tih
.meadows intervening 'between
of t'olthat snow. For the mountain
thoroughfare and the river. The warm rado as a whole tiie anKxntt tf dw
weather has 'brought the stream up 'is the greatt In many far. fcr
rapidly in the past few weeks attho' exceeding that at the cIom of the iuvn
.
fiwr that !
it has been practically stationary for orable wirytr of
a few days past. The dykes along the son the great dpth was confined to
river at Alameda and farther down, a comparatively small area near th
thanks to ithe foresight of the county center of the tctale. The effi f th
commissioners, are in good condition cold spring being to
ni ttiiif It
f a loim
and at the present stage of the river is evident with the yinin
warm spell the streams of the
no danger is expected here.
The report of the section director will (be taxed to carry the tare volof the weather (bureau for Colorado ume of water. Ditch owners ii1 othshows that the snow is the heaviest in ers interested along the
rtn
the water shed of the Rio Grande for should be alert .to arnrt lajnae.
'
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To Patrons

of the
City Waterworks:

Better
Than

--

G. O. McCrohan,

That Summer

.
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How About
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NEW MEXICO LAD
DROWNS IN CREEK.
Tuoumcari, N. M., May 10. News
has been received here that Charlie
Cochran, the eight year old son of
Charlie Cochran, a wealthy farmer re
siding near Endee, 30 miles from here
was drowned while at iplay near a
dent.
10:00 p. m. Alumni Banquet, (special creek that flows through his father's
Invitation.)
farm.
Class of 1909.
The hoy and his five year old bro
Robert C. Dow, President,
were together when Charlie fell
ther
Geoffrey
O.
MoCrohan,
Vicepres.
Jr.
11
into
creek. He screamed for help
the
Theodore J. Sutherland, Secretary. but 'before
the younger boy could call
William B. Dunn.
field,
from a neighboring
his
father
A. Gilmore.
it) William
the lad was ' drowned.
William B. Lewis.
v Owing "ito a recent rain, the water
Lucas.
ib John G. McMuTTay,
F.
Jack
was swift and deep and several hours
Jr.
il Earle L. Overholser.
elapsed before Jfhe boy's (body was
'
Henry E. Robertson.
found. It 'had Ibeen washed several
A. Rowley.
ih Charles
yards down stream and was
hundred
Tracy R. Stains.
considerably scratched hy .being dash
ikt
Matthew P. Scanlon.
ed against the rocks. ,
Geo. R. Wells.
ifc
G. O. McCrohan, Jr. Valedictorian.
it
Tuesday, May 18, Alumni Day.
LOTS OF WATER OVER
9:00 a. m. Morning Parade.
IN THE RIO GRANDE.
9:30 a. m. Alumni Meeting.
Journal.
2:40 p. m. Base (ball game, Alumni Prom Albuquerque
great
banks
of snow up in the
With
against
Cadets.
h 5:00 p.
on the water
of
Colorado
mountains
m. Battalion Reviewed by Al
Hi
shed of the Rio Grande and with that
,
umni.
fc
8:30 p. m. Final Ball (special invita

WE depend on our Clothes to please our Cus- Hi
tomers, and you, too, can depend on them. itf

p

Eighth Grade Promotion Exercises,
Baptist Church, Thursday Evening, owned by Dr. HilL
May 13.
There is no ditch on the west side
1. Declamation, John Hall.
of the river at this point and the land
2. Essay, Eloise Parsons.
3. Piano Duett, Cathrine Cahoon, oan only toe used (by getting it on the
east side of the river, so that it can
and Eloise Parsons.
4. Reading, Irene Murray.
be irrigated from the Dona Ana ditch
5. Declamation, Douglas Gillespie.
work
Dr. iHill will superintend the
6. Mixed Chorus. "Welcome."
expects to complete it in ten
he
and
7. Oration, Hendricks Caldwell.
days.
8. Declamation, Terrell Watson.
o
9. Piano Solo, Alpha Smith.
Record Classified ads bring returns
:
10. Essay, Ella Tillotson.
with hut little trouble and cost to the
11. Mixed Chorus, "Sailing."
advertiser.
12. Essay, Don Howard.
o
13. Piano Solo, Ida White.
14. Pantomlne, "Rock of Ages," .by TUCUMCARI CENSUS SHOWS
FIVE THOUSAND PEOPLE,
Irene Murray.
15. Declamation, Charlie Turner.
Tincrumcarl, N. M., Mary 10. The re16. Piano Solo. Eloise Parsons.
cent census of this city, which was
17. Class Prophesy, Grace Geyer.
completed Saturday, shows that Tu18. tPiano Solo, Ella Tillotson.
now has over 5000 people, to
cumcari
19. Class Poem, Joe Dunn.
20. Presentation of Class Certificates be exact. 5080.
The census was taken as one of the
Graduating Exercises.
Graduating Exercises. Friday night, preliminary necessities "before the Is
suance of $100,000 in bonds for the
May 14, Baptist Church.
Invocation Rev. Hubert Smith.
purpose of ' constructing a sewerage
Piano Solo
system here, a proposition that will
Salutatory Echo Mae Sain
Ibe put to a vote of the people In the
Vocal Solo John Q. Hoffman.
'
near future.
Valedictory Zella Graves.
census
shows an increase
The
late
Double
Quartet "Greeting
to
Spring" hy Weston Mrs. Gamer, of 1,400 (people in the past fourteen
Miss Edith Cairhart, Miss Theo John months, Ibuit the announcement was no
son, Mrs. Roy Daniel, Mrs. J. T. Mc- - surprise to those who are in a .position
Clure, Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs. Mason, Mrs to keep tup with the growth of the
Pierce.
city.
Class Address Hon. J. T. McOure.
o
Presentation of Diplomas Supt.
SANTA FE VOTERS TO
Brasher.

To give such Complete
i
0 Clothes Satisfaction that a Dissatit
isfied Customer is an Impossibility.
ih

p
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Ott's

1

We want to do the pipe work when
your connection to the city water main
Savings
Bank
is made.
Account
We have a skilled force of pipe fitBUYING
South Highland ters and are prepared to do the work
Lots oh Easy Payments in the quickest and most economical
way possible.
$5.00 Down and
A

$5.00 a

E,

No

Month

Interest and No Taxes

at 7.500, (but for the high power maFor One Year.
chines for war purposes, carrying two
passengers the '. desired price may
reach $25,000. This schedule price
was announced toy Orville Wright,
who said he and Ms brother Wilbur
Realty Co
now have seventy odd machines un- Totzek-Finnega- n
der construction at the Dayton Ohio,
SOLE AQENTS.
plant. He declared the story of their
215 N. Main St,
Phone 304.
receiving fabulous
"Th OmcWith thWhit rc"-- . .
not true.

Phone Us, 79

Loto $150. Up

Plumbing Department.

-

